Reimagining
Acquisitions
It’s time to simplify; to revisit commonly held understandings of acquisition regulations.
It’s time to explore more nimble, more eﬀicient procurement.
It’s time to modernize government information technology.
It’s time to reimagine acquisitions, with NITAAC.
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More than just GWACs
NITAAC’s three Government-Wide Acquisition Contracts (GWACs)
boast streamlined acquisition and fast ordering, a single login
Electronic Government Ordering System (e-GOS) with built-in
FAR guidance and automated order completion, and ceiling
rates/prices negotiated at the Master Contract level to be the
best available. But that’s not all NITAAC oﬀers.

We’re among the first agencies to oﬀer Government-Wide
Strategic Solutions (GSS) for laptops, desktops and accessories,
a category management initiative by the Oﬀice of Management
and Budget (OMB) that’s oﬀered through our CIO-CS GWAC.
All three of our GWACs have been certified as Best In Class,
a new standard of quality by the OMB that indicates preferred
government-wide solutions.

With over 20 years of experience in government-wide acquisition,
we've learned a lot about innovation and are in lock-step with
changing federal mandates and IT needs. That's why today, in
addition to direct ordering, we also oﬀer Assisted Acquisitions for
agencies that need an extra hand during busy buying seasons or
don’t have a Contracting Oﬀicer. You’ll find help from FAC-C-DS
Level III Contracting Oﬀicers and other acquisition professionals who
will help you look for new ways to make your procurement a success.

We’ve reimagined acquisitions to deliver everything IT in
the most streamlined and friction-free way possible.

Competitive rates.
Flexible procedures.
Faster awards.
• FAR 16.505 streamlined ordering
and award
• Best In Class by OMB
• 10-year IDIQ with a 15-year
period of performance
– 137 labor categories
– Flexible contract types
• .65% Contract Access Fee
• $150K Fee Cap with orders >$23M

300+ small businesses.
10 task areas.
5 socioeconomic set-asides.
• FAR 16.505 streamlined ordering
and award
• Best In Class by OMB
• 10-year IDIQ with a 15-year
period of performance
• Five socioeconomic categories:
– Small Business
– WOSB
– 8a
– SDVOSB
– HUBZone

Enterprise solutions.
Managed services.
Competitive prices.
• FAR 16.505 streamlined ordering
and award
• Best In Class by OMB
• 10-year IDIQ with a 15-year
period of performance
• Access to both OEMs and VARs
• NITAAC-GSS for laptops and
desktops
• .35% Contract Access Fee
• $70K Fee Cap with orders >$20M

• .55% Contract Access Fee
• $150K Fee Cap with orders >$27M

Nobody does federal IT acquisition quite like NITAAC
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